1994 ford f150 fuel pump relay

I have a f straight 6 and my fuse for my fuel pump keeps blowing and so does my relay. I've
tried replacing both of them and they blew about a week later again. Any help? If the fuel pump
and relay keep blowing, then the most likely cause of this is the fuel pump drawing too many
amps and needing to be replaced. The pump drawing too many amps can overheat the circuit
and cause the relay and fuse to overheat and blow. Have the fuel pump replaced and check the
fuel pump connector for any heat related damage and replace that if needed as well. Q: Fuel
pump relay and fuse asked by Albert. My car has miles. James R. Randy Bobzien Automotive
Mechanic. The statements expressed above are only for informational purposes and should be
independently verified. Please see our terms of service for more details. Home Questions. What
others are asking car suddenly won't start but radio and lights work, repair shop can't find
problem For the vehicle to start, many different systems must work. The most common causes
of no-start conditions are the battery, starter, battery cable, ignition switch, or the fuel pump.
Any of these can be intermittent issues, which will not always Read more. Gas tank's fuel pump
stops pumping fuel randomly. Both fuel pumps are new, gas tank is clean, and a new fuel filters
were installed. The first thing to check when you have complete failure of the unit is the power
supply. If the wiring going to the pump is loose or has a short somewhere, the power wont be
delivered or will be There is no power and is shaking in overdrive. Remove the MAF and clean it
with electrical cleaner and then put it back on. Check all the hose clamp connections to I
accidentally double turned the key while trying to start up my car now it makes a grinding noise
Ford Taurus Hello. Most of the time when this occurs it is because the second start caused
damage to the starter. If the grind only happened once and did not occur again then it is fine. If
the noise is constant now Rattling sound when idling Hi There, This could be a number of
things, however a common rattling that may be heard when idling when in gear could be a loose
exhaust heat shield. This is somewhat common as heat shields tend to come loose Any leak of
brake fluid is serious and so I recommend that you Major Leak of power steering fluid Hello Of
course, it is also possible that a coincidental leak developed, for instance in a rusted steel tube
on the return side, at the same time that you were Flashing check engine light - Ford Ranger
Hey there. You should probably have another look at your plugs and wires to see if the work
was done correctly. Something may not be well connected causing an intermittent misfire. The
Check Engine Light comes on steady when the I have a Ford F that has intermitten electrical
surges. Hi there. The power surging could be caused by a loose wire from the battery or a loose
ground. The noise could be the starter engaging as the engine is running. Check all of the
wiring under the hood and Related articles. From time to time, you can also expect to be
bringing We recommend a pickup truck Browse other content. Fuel Pump Replacement. Ford is
recalling the F because it can suddenly downshift, causing whiplash and at least five crashes.
The 6-speed transmission is dropping into 1st gear due to a communication breakdown
between the transmission output speed s â€¦ 1A Auto: Aftermarket Auto Parts Online Retailer.
We offer a large selection of high quality car parts online, expert customer service , and helpful
how-to automotive resources. Here is the location of the fuel pump relay in the diagrams below.
Fuel pump relay is next to the EEC Relay. July 05, Popular Answer. HoytRay on. August 19, Free
Same Day Store Pickup. Check out free battery charging and engine diagnostic testing while
you are in store. Rodneyoldford on Need help please. Ford F Fuel System Guides. Our technical
articles will break down how your F's fuel system functions and how to handle big ticket repair
items yourself. Fix that fuel pump problem with a step-by-step guide. Open Power to Fuel Pump
circuit. Fuel Power hp Power kW Here are several of the leading drawings we obtain from
various sources, we wish these photos will work to you, as well as hopefully very appropriate to
exactly what you want concerning the Ford F Fuel Pump Wiring Diagram is. That the wiring
between the fuel pump and the fuel pump relay is OK. Otherwise, the fuel pressure would not
have gone up to specification 35 to 45 PSI. So, to make the long story short, the fuel pump, the
fuel pump relay and the fuel pump Inertia Switch are NOT the cause of your Ford's no start
problem. Talk about your 8th and 9th generation Ford F trucks. Thinkorswim trendline study. I
switched to the rear tank and it started right up. I switched back to the front tank and it died
right out. Your vehicle No power at fuel pump! Asked by brian s in St. Clair Shores, MI on.
December 01, The symptoms of bad fuel injectors are going to feel almost the same as a bad
fuel pump or fuel filter. These are Ford's wiring diagrams, also known as schematics, for the 86 light trucks. They are PDF's and you can zoom in on them to a great extent in order to
actually use them. Or, better yet, click the pop-out icon, shown to the right, and available at the
upper right corner of the page. The best online destination and local store solution for all of
your Truck and Jeep off-roading needs! Installed the AC harness from the Ford F 4x4 parts
truck. When I installed the AC assembly onto the firewall, I apparently used the one from the
Ford F parts truck - incorrectly. The connectors that connect to the dash harness are completely
different between the and models, and the under-hood wiring is slightly Jdrama subs.

Responsive table generator bootstrap. Embed figma prototype in squarespace. Here are several
of the top illustrations we receive from different resources, we hope these photos will work to
you, and also hopefully very pertinent to exactly what you want regarding the Ford F Vacuum
System Diagram is. No electrical power to fuel pump - 89 F 5 Answers. Hi, this truck suddenly
started cutting out after running about 30 seconds. I have discovered that there is no power at
the exterior main fuel pump connector when the key is turned on. Start a new Ford F question.
Discover the latest lineup in new Ford vehicles! Turning on the ignition the pump should only
run for about three 3 seconds. If it keeps running then the relay is bad or there is a jumper wire
on the fuel lead of the analyzer plug to ground. Learn more about the Ford F Get Ford F values,
consumer reviews, safety ratings, and find cars for sale near you. No power, no mileage, had it
to the Ford Dealer, NO help, they said yes we know they are junk. It will start, run about 2
seconds, then dies. Will not re-start, seems to be flooding at this point. Wait a couple of hours,
it will start, run a couple of seconds, die again. I have replaced the high pressure fuel pump, fuel
pressure is at about 43 PSI Multimeter buzzer mode Check the computer if its properly
grounded- The computer energizes the fuel pump relay then power goes to the inertia switch
thru the brown wire then fuel pump. The engine was discontinued in new trucks F-Series after ,
and new SUVs Explorer after , but remains available for purchase from Ford Performance Parts
as a crate engine. When the engine is first started after a long period, it will exhibit an engine
rattle noise when letting of the gas pedal between rpm to rpm and sometimes when slowly
accelerating. Wiring Fuel pump relay Won't start Starting. I have the 12plus volts to the fuel
pump relay and no power at the fuel pump. The International Harvester 6. With Trail Control and
a horsepower and lb. The most recently reported issues are listed below. Please also check out
the statistics and reliability analysis of the Ford F based on all problems reported for the F With
reliable performance, you get years of efficient use out of your vehicle unless your Ford F fuel
pump breaks down on you. The contact owns a Ford F While driving various speeds, the fuel
field inlet indicator illuminated. Five days later, the check engine indicator illuminated. The local
dealer all star Ford century way pittsburgh, ca was called and informed the contact that the fuel
field inlet failed and needed to be replaced. Low speed primary fuel pump We have parts to
install these Cummins diesels into 5. Order Fuel Pump Relay for your Ford F and pick it up in
storeâ€”make your purchase, find a store near you, and get directions. Check here for special
coupons and promotions. Testing to see if the fuel pump has failed or not on your Ford 4. Ford
was kind enough to install a Schrader valve on the fuel injector rail and it's to this valve that you
and I can connect a fuel pressure test gauge to see if the fuel pump is working or not. Fuel
gauge is reading over full. High pressure pump has power and is working. I've replaced the
sending unit, the pump r The front tank has a new pump and selector switch 2 weeks ago and
will only take fuel from the rear tank with switch set on front tank but will read the fuel level in
the front tank! Ford F Power Distribution Box Option 1 The power distribution box is located in
the engine compartment and contains high-current fuses as well as relays. It has a chance of
failing, which could prevent fuel from reaching the engine, causing it to either stall or not start.
Headlining these changes is the new F's party piece: the PowerBoost hybrid. There are
stripped-down work trucks, duded-up luxury models, and the desert-racer Raptor. To get great
performance out of any engine, the components must work together. Since the early 's, the
Edelbrock Total Power Package System has solved the parts matching puzzle for many street
performance enthusiasts. Over the weekend the truck stopped while driving down the road. We
had spark and no fuel pressure. We put a new fuel pump in and the truck runs great for about 5
min. Then it runs rough and dies. No fuel pump pressure again and the rear tank was empty.
Next day we put I have a bought a Ford F XL for my son to drive. We noticed the smell of gas
and saw it was leaking coming from the top of the gas tank. We unbolted the bed and undone
the wiring harness to change out the seal around the fuel pump. Changed the seal out and now
the fuel pump for the front tank is not working. We have replaced the throw over switch inside
on the dash. I have purchased a new fuel pump for it and a new fuel filter but has not replaced
them yet. G A answered 3 years ago. You stated front tank, so if it has a rear fuel tank and it
runs on that tank then you don't have a tripped fuel pump inertia switch, that switch will kill the
power to all the pumps. I suspect that the pump has actually failed, sometimes any disturbance
of older fuel pumps will cause them to just stop working, but you should make sure you are
getting power to the pumps when you turn on the key of a few seconds, it could be wiring or the
connector to the front pump. And don't forget to replace the fuel pump relay also, a new pump
without a new relay is asking for problems if it fails and then your going nowhere. We unbolted
the bed and undone the wiring harness to I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is
not endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Where is

the fuel switch shut-off switch located on a F XL. Report Follow. Mark helpful. Your Answer:.
Upload Photo Photo optional. Related Questions. Start a new Ford F question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. It shows
the components of the circuit as simplified shapes, and the knack and signal links amongst the
devices. A wiring diagram usually gives information more or less the relative slope and
settlement of devices and terminals on the devices, to assist in building or servicing the device.
A pictorial diagram would put it on more detail of the innate appearance, whereas a wiring
diagram uses a more symbolic notation to play up interconnections on top of brute appearance.
A wiring diagram is often used to troubleshoot problems and to create sure that every the links
have been made and that whatever is present. Architectural wiring diagrams play in the
approximate locations and interconnections of receptacles, lighting, and steadfast electrical
facilities in a building. Interconnecting wire routes may be shown approximately, where
particular receptacles or fixtures must be on a common circuit. Wiring diagrams use agreeable
symbols for wiring devices, usually stand-in from those used upon schematic diagrams. The
electrical symbols not lonely perform where something is to be installed, but as well as what
type of device is instinctive installed. For example, a surface ceiling roomy is shown by one
symbol, a recessed ceiling lively has a vary symbol, and a surface fluorescent lighthearted has
option symbol. Each type of switch has a oscillate fable and consequently accomplish the
various outlets. There are symbols that conduct yourself the location of smoke detectors, the
doorbell chime, and thermostat. A set of wiring diagrams may be required by the electrical
inspection authority to implement association of the residence to the public electrical supply
system. Wiring diagrams will afterward include panel schedules for circuit breaker panelboards,
and riser diagrams for special services such as blaze alarm or closed circuit television or extra
special services. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function
properly. This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security
features of the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that
may not be particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect
user personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your
website. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with
this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Reject Read More. Close Privacy Overview This
website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out
of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are
essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies
that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in
your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But
opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing experience. Necessary
Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. In my opinion and in my experience , the most
problematic area, when it comes to a cranks but does not start problem, is the ignition system.
So my recommendation is to test for spark right off the bat to see if spark is missing from the
mix air, fuel and spark. The idea behind checking for spark is to see if all of the 8 engine
cylinders are getting spark. Let's assume that you have already tested for spark and you
observed one of the following spark test results:. CASE 1: Spark was present in all of the
cylinders A spark result, if you're using a dedicated spark tester, tells you that:. So, if you do
have spark, the next step in your troubleshooting is to verify fuel pressure. Go to: No Start 2:
Checking Fuel. So this what I would suggest:. Checking for fuel involves two separate tests.
One is to check that the fuel pump is functioning and supplying the correct amount of pressure.
The other test is making sure that the PCM is activating the fuel injectors. Now, what makes
testing the fuel pump pretty easy, is that your Ford pickup van, SUV has a Schrader valve
located on the fuel injector rail to which you can attach a fuel pressure gauge. So, let's say you
attached a fuel pressure gauge, you'll get one of two results:. Also, this test result confirms that
the following components are OK too:. CASE 2: Fuel pressure is not present. This usually
means that the pump has failed, but not always. One of the most overlooked areas, when testing
a hard to diagnose no start, is the mechanical condition of your 4. So many different things can
cause a no start condition that troubleshooting it can turn your Ford vehicle into a money pit, if
you don't have a basic diagnostic strategy. The key to saving yourself time and money is
checking for the basics first. The basics are spark and fuel. To check the basics, you need tools.
There's just no way around it. One of the analogies that I've always enjoyed repeating, about
doing a job without the right tools is like trying to eat a bowl of soup with a fork. So besides
knowing what to test, you need tools to do those tests. You don't have to spend an arm and a
leg, since you can buy a lot of diagnostics tools that are tailored for the pocket-books of the

serious do-it-yourself-er. Here are some of the basic tools you'll need:. You can find a complete
list of tutorials here: 4. Below, is a sample of articles you'll find in this index of articles:. All
Articles: 4. As an Amazon Associate, I may earn a small commission from qualifying purchases
from the Amazon product links from this website. Your purchase helps support my work in
bringing you real diagnostic testing information to help you solve the problem! Page 1 Page 2.
No Start 1: Checking For Spark In my opinion and in my experience , the most problematic area,
when it comes to a cranks but does not start problem, is the ignition system. Let's assume that
you have already tested for spark and you observed one of the following spark test results:
CASE 1: Spark was present in all of the cylinders A spark result, if you're using a dedicated
spark tester, tells you that: That the ignition control module is OK. That the ignition coil is doing
dandy. You don't have to spend any time testing them or any money replacing them. So this
what I would suggest: Test the ignition coil. Check for spark directly on the ignition coil tower.
The distributor cap and rotor can go bad and not deliver the spark that the ignition coil is
delivering to them. So testing for spark directly on the ignition coil is the best way to check this.
If you do get spark from the ignition coil's tower, then now you know that the distributor cap
and rotor are fried and need to be replaced. Test the ignition control module. The ignition
control module is the one that activates the ignition coil. You can test the ignition control
module on your Ford vehicle. You can find the ignition control module test here: Distributor
Mounted Ignition Control Module Test at: easyautodiagnostics. Test the PIP sensor. The PIP
signal is at the heart of the ignition system and it triggers the ignition control module to start
activating the ignition coil. You can test the PIP sensor on your Ford vehicle. You can find the
PIP sensor test here the test is bundled in with how to test the ignition control module :
Distributor Mounted Ignition Control Module Test at: easyautodiagnostics. No Start 2: Checking
For Fuel. If this info saved the day, buy me a beer! Applies To:. Ford Vehicles:. Do NOT follow
this link or you will be banned from the site! I have a f straight 6 and my fuse for my fuel pump
keeps blowing and so does my relay. I've tried replacing both of them and they blew about a
week later again. Any help? If the fuel pump and relay keep blowing, then the most likely cause
of this is the fuel pump drawing too many amps and needing to be replaced. The pump drawing
too many amps can overheat the circuit and cause the relay and fuse to overheat and blow.
Have the fuel pump replaced and check the fuel pump connector for any heat related damage
and replace that if needed as well. Q: Fuel pump relay and fuse asked by Albert. My car has
miles. James R. Randy Bobzien Automotive Mechanic. The statements expressed above are
only for informational purposes and should be independently verified. Please see our terms of
service for more details. Home Questions. What others are asking car suddenly won't start but
radio and lights work, repair shop can't find problem For the vehicle to start, many different
systems must work. The most common causes of no-start conditions are the battery, starter,
battery cable, ignition switch, or the fuel pump. Any of these can be intermittent issues, which
will not always Read more. Gas tank's fuel pump stops pumping fuel randomly. Both fuel
pumps are new, gas tank is clean, and a new fuel filters were installed. The first thing to check
when you have complete failure of the unit is the power supply. If the wiring going to the pump
is loose or has a short somewhere, the power wont be delivered or will be There is no power
and is shaking in overdrive. Remove the MAF and clean it with electrical cleaner and then put it
back on. Check all the hose clamp connections to I accidentally double turned the key while
trying to start up my car now it makes a grinding noise Ford Taurus Hello. Most of the time
when this occurs it is because the second start caused damage to the starter. If the grind only
happened once and did not occur again then it is fine. If the noise is constant now Rattling
sound when idling Hi There, This could be a number of things, however a common rattling that
may be heard when idling when in gear could be a loose exhaust heat shield. This is somewhat
common as heat shields tend to come loose Any leak of brake fluid is serious and so I
recommend that you Major Leak of power steering fluid Hello Of course, it is also possible that
a coincidental leak developed, for instance in a rusted steel tube on the return side, at the same
time that you were Flashing check engine light - Ford Ranger Hey there. You should probably
have another look at your plugs and wires to see if the work was done correctly. Something may
not be well connected causing an intermittent misfire. The Check Engine Light comes on steady
when the I have a Ford F that has intermitten electrical surges. Hi there. The power surging
could be caused by a loose wire from the battery or a loose ground. The noise could be the
starter engaging as the engine is running. Check all of the wiring under the hood and Related
articles. From time to time, you can also expect to be bringing We recommend a pickup truck
Browse other content. Fuel Pump Replacement. What may have caused it? And if it is a broken
wire in the line how do I track it down what is my least expensive alternative or a bad relay
where is it? If it blows again then that means there is a problem on that circuit, most likely being
a faulty fuel pump. Here is the relay location. Check out the diagrams Below. Please let us know

what happens. If you spay starting fluid it will start. The pump does not kick on with the key so I
took it out and tested it directly to a battery it runs fine. So I continued to look for electrical
issues. The cut off switch on the passenger side is not tripped all fuses are fine I just am getting
no power to the plug under the truck. Was this answer helpful? This guide should help with the
fuel pump relay below. Images Click to enlarge Was this answer helpful? I dont have power at
the shut off switch. The way I tested it was 1. Ran a jumper on the switch with no luck 2. Used a
testing light and tried it in all 3 wires with no power? Can you help me. Thanks for the quick
reply about the 2 relay - does this mean that there is only one relay even with 2 tanks? It is the
front tank that I'm interested in. It blew a fuel pump relay fuse. Do you. Just replace the fuse and
relay. Images Click to enlarge. Was this answer. My truck just died one day and will not start.
Are you getting power to the relay terminals 86 and 85 when key is turned on? Have not check
the terminalls will try that. I can't figure out were the fuel relay is on my truck. Hi, should be
under the hood, driver side, power distribution box. I meant the reset button for the fuel after an
airbag deployment Was this answer. Try passenger side kick panel, red button Was this answer.
It was there, THank You. Dual tanks - rear pump works - front pump sometimes - in power
distribution box, which relay works front tank? Fuel Pump Relay PCM senses engine speed and
shuts off fuel pump by opening ground circuit to fuel pump relay when engine stops or speed
drops to less than RPM. Power is provided to fuel pump relay and timer in PCM. Fuel pump
receives power through fuel pump relay contacts. When dual tanks are used, each tank is
equipped with a low pressure pump. Such a system has a total of 3 pumps: 2 low pressure and
one high pressure. High Pressure Fuel Pump The high pressure fuel pump is positioned inside
fuel tank. A reservoir is built onto pump and sender assembly. In a 2-tank system, sender
assembly handles switching of high pressure fuel through internal valves. Should one tank
overfill during use return line returns fuel to wrong tank , pump and sender unit in overfilling
tank need replacement. The high pressure fuel pump is capable of pumping over 33 gallons L of
fuel per hour at a working pressure of This pump also has internal pressure relief and discharge
check valves. Mechanical Selector Valve A driver-operated selector switch controls selector
valve for switching fuel supply from one tank to another. This valve switches fuel supply and
return lines from one tank to another in response to fuel pressure from in-tank pumps acting on
its actuating diaphragm. The diaphragm switches tank connection when less than 2 psi of fuel
pressure is acting on upper side of front tank and lower side of rear tank. Valve function
depends upon proper operation of in-tank low pressure pumps. In all dual-tank vehicles, excess
fuel not used by engine is returned to same tank from which it was pumped. It's either the
wiring to the pumps, or the PCM is not recieving a signal from the cam sensor. The PCM
continually monitors engine operating conditions based on information received from various
sensors and switches. Fuel Injection The PCM controls fuel injectors to meter pulse width or
time each injector is energized. Each injector receives battery voltage through ignition switch
circuit. The PCM-controlled ground circuit completes circuit to energize injector. Each cylinder
has a solenoid-operated injector which sprays fuel toward back of each intake valve. Injector
bodies consist of solenoid-actuated pintle and needle valve assembly. Check for spark and let
me know if it has spark or not, at the plugs of course! The truck started running rough and now
is hard to start. Checked out plugs and wires. Noticed the fuel pump does not shut off when
turning the key on. Tried swapping around relays but I do not which is which. I may have mixed
them up. There are 3. Two are the same. I do not have a manual. Which relay goes where? What
else could cause the fuel pump to not shut off? Thank you. Hi, thanks for the donation. Relay
number 2, should be for the fuel pump. If you got the relays mixed-up, read on the relays, if the
diagams-- amp rating--model numbers are all the same, it won't matter which relay goes for the
fuel pump as long as it is functional. If you plugged a faulty relay into a different circuit, it could
effect that circuit. I'd have to test the circuits at the fuel pump relay, there is a power relay that
sends voltage to coil side of fuel pump relay, I'd check that also. The pcm grounds the coil side
of fuel pump relay in orfer to energize. The fuel pump will not shut off when you turn the key to
run. The relays click spastically and once in a while the pump will stop. When the pump does
stop the truck will s
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tart and run for a moment. If it does not stop, the truck will not start. It cranks no problem.
Battery charged, new fuel pump relay, same problem. This happens with both tanks. Please
help! If the pump continues to run then this may be a pcm problem as it tells the relay when and
when to not work. Since you have already replaced the relay and makes no difference the I
would suspect the ecm more than anything. The only other thing I can think of is the fuelpump

cutoff relay which I have included a pic. Image Click to enlarge. I need the location for the fuel
pump relay Was this answer. Hello, The fuel pump relay is in the engine compartment fuse
panel. Here is a guide to help test it and the location of the relay below. Please let us know if
you need anything else to get the problem fixed. Fuel was staying on, changed relay now it will
not run at all? Please login or register to post a reply. Fuel Pump Relay? Low Fuel Pump
Voltage 98 F 4. Sponsored links. Ask a Car Question. It's Free!

